
Phone: (563)332-0240  

GERMAN ROACH PREP CHECKLIST SHEET 
Please follow this checklist to make sure that you are prepared for your GR service. 

When we arrive we will assess the prep work and if it is not done we will have to 

charge a trip charge of $50.00 dollars and reschedule the service.  
 

_____ Do not use any control measures on your own. Most store bought products will 
either interfere with our treatment strategy, or push them into a different area of the 
home. 
 
_____ Please remove everything from the upper and lower cabinets and place them in 
the middle of the floor in an adjacent room. Cover all items with a sheet. Please do not 
leave these items in the kitchen because it will make it more difficult to treat your 
cabinets.  
 
_____ Leave all kitchen appliances such as toasters, blenders, microwaves, 
coffeemakers, etc., on your counter. They will need to be inspected and treated if 
necessary. 
 
_____ Remove all items from the bathroom cabinets and personal items from the sink. 
 
_____ Thoroughly clean all countertops with hot sudsy water after your service. We 
prefer that you use liquid dish soap rather than products containing ammonia or 
bleach, as these products are repellants and will interfere with our treatment.  
 
_____ If you are seeing German Roaches in your bedroom then please remove all items 
out of the dresser drawers and place it in a bag, box or totes and put it on your bed.  
 
_____ Please have children and pet toys put away. All pet food and water containers 
should be removed and stored in plastic bags. 
 
 _____ During warm weather months, please leave your air conditioning turned on. If 
you do not own an air conditioner, open all windows and leave fans on for better 
ventilation.  
 

 



 

Additional Notes: 
1. Although we stand behind all of our services there are too many variables of 

reintroduction that are out of our control, due to this fact we do not offer 
warranties on our German Roach services.  
 

2. Please be patient, it may take up to three weeks to several months to eliminate 
a cockroach infestation. We strongly suggest that a follow-up service be 
scheduled 30-days from your initial treatment. 
 

3. Week 1 you might see an increase in activity. 
 

4. Week 2 the numbers should start dropping 
 

5. Week 3 you shouldn’t see anything. 
 

6. DISCLAIMER: Advanced Pest Solutions is at no time responsible for the damage  
or injury caused by the pests covered by this service. 
 

7. If you have any questions please give our office a call at (563)332-0240. 
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